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Il\TRODUCTION 
Ergodic theory is the rr1athematicc:::. outgrm.;rth of considerations of the 
ex~stence of certain types of time averages in statistical mechanics. The 
mathew~tical theory has developed extensively touching upon Probability 
Theory, Theory of Topological Groups, and several other branches of Y~th­
ematics. Most of the work has been done since 1930 and several deep, 
interesting problems remain unsolved. 
Ge~2ral Ergodic theorems can be divided into two categories: 
1. Mean Ergodic Theorems 
2. Individual Ergodic Theorems 
The essential difference between these two categories is that Mean Ergodic 
theorems study convergence in the norm whereas the Individual Ergodic theorems 
are concerned with almost ever~.;rhere convergence. 
The first Mean Ergodic theorem was proved by John Von Neumann in 1932 
as a problem of unitary operators on a Hilbert Space. Subsequent Mean Ergodic 
theorems became progressively stronger obtaining the same results with weaker 
and weaker hypotheses. Riesz, Yosida, Kakutani, and Birkhoff have proved 
extensions of the Mean Ergodic theorem; their contributions will be discussed 
in Section III. 
The first Individual Ergodic theorem was proved by Garrett Birkhoff in 
1931. The Dominated Ergodic theorem of Wiener is an extension of the Individual 
Ergodic theorem. Instrumental in the proof of the Individual Ergodic theorem 
or the Dominated Ergodic theorem is a lewma which has come to be called the 
r~ximal Ergodic Theorem. Individual Ergodic theorems have been studied by 
Yosida and Kakutani, Hop£, Doob, Riesz, Dunford and Shwartz, and Chacon and 
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SECTIO?\ II THE PHYSICAL PROBL.:::,~ 
Although the motivation provided by the original problem in statistical 
mechanics resulted directly in only a siTall part of what is now a very extensive 
theory, it is interesting to examine the physical problem. 
A mechanical system's momentary state determines a point in the phase 
space S. With time, the state of the system changes in a deterministic ITanner 
in accordance with physical lmvs governing the system. 
The entire representation of the system for all time is a certain 
trajectory in the phase space and theoretically this trajectory can be com-
pletely determined once one point of it (i.e. an instantaneous state ) is 
given. 
An initial state x will after t seconds pass into a uniquely determined 
new state y. A function Q~ is defined by this unique determination y = Qt(x). 
Q;: is called the flow and is assumed to obey the follmving rule: 
for all s,t, and x inS 
Of principal interest to nuthenmticians is the average value 
1/T .! ~(Qt (x) )dt O~t~ T 
\vhere f is any numerical quantity determined by a momentary state of the 
system. The existence of the limit of the time average was the question that 
motivated the work done in modern Ergodic Theory. Physicists and Chemis~s 
are more interested in determining when the limit is equal to the constant 
space average. This determination is a problem which needs much more study. 
Liouville's theorem states that if the coordinates of the phase space 
are appropriately chosen, the transforiTations which constitute the flow are 
measure preserving transformations. So the basic problem, it would seem, is 
the study of the asymptotic behavior of these measure preserving transformations. 
3.1 John Von Neumann 
Kooprnan o)served in 1931 thc.t measure preserving operators in a ::1casure 
space give rise to unitary opcrc.t.:;rs in :::...2. In 1932 Von :\'euc.ann P'tblishcd 
his proof that for unitary operc.tors in a Hilbert sp.s.ce convergence in ;:;~<e 
mc;:.n always takes place. This \·tas the first result of modern Ergodic Theory. 
The theorem quoted here is Von ~eumar,n 1 s theorem, but the proof is due to 
Riesz. The Riesz proof was used because i~ is short and elegant. 
TP~OREM: If T is an isometry on a coc.plex Hilbert space and if P is the 
I'\ -I 
projection on the space of all vectors invariant under T, then l/n]C~f 
.:>" 0 
converges to Pf for every f in the space. 
PROOF: 
\,-~ 
l .,... ..:: 
.... • ..L. .i.. Tf = f 
·..;;~-- ~ 
1/n..::...TJ f obviously converges to f. 
~~0 .. 
. ,,-- ... 
2. If f = Tg - g for some g then~TJf is a telescoping sum 
·- .·· 
•.,) ... 
= g - Tg + Tg 




hence the averages tend to zero. 
3.Now it will be shown that f is a combination of these two cases 
~i.e. f = f 1 + f 2 where 
Tf1 = f 1 
Tf2 = the closure of the Tg -g set 
4. The set of the f's of the form 0' 
-
Tg is a linear manifold whic:, 0 
is not necessarily closed. The uniform boundedness of the averages 
i} •• ~ 
...-
Tj A = l/n;_ implies that A f tends to zero for every f in 
n 
...,.} -:::c. n 
closure of that manifold. 
More generally, if fk -,· f, and if Anfk ..:;;;., 0 for each k, then 
A f--.- 0 
n 
since 
j!A f !! ~ \'A ( f - f ) : + • A f ~; 
1 n 11 •1 n k ,, . n klj 
Selecting k to make II£ - J\1\ sa~.all makesuAn (f- fk)ll also small. 
n can then be chosen to makel A f lj small. 
n ~ 
the 
5. Tl1e orti1of;o~~:c.l complemc:1::: of ~he set of f' s of the fo:c<n g .., ·~·g 
is the same as the orchosonal complement of the closure. 
rr _ 
0 
r-. ~- "_ 
...Lo) 
* * for all g , then (h,g) - ('I h,g) = 0 where 'I is th~ adjoint 
·')( 
characterized by the equation (Tf,g) = ( f,T g) for all f,g. 
* * Consequen~ly, (h - T h,g) = 0 , so h = T h and h = Th. 
Thus the ortl1ogonal corc.:_)l.ement of the set of f' s of the form g - T; 
is the set of invariant f's. 
where f, ar.d f c, 
.L 
are defined in steps 1. and 2. and the convergence demonstrated. 
3.2 Kosaku Yosida 
(I) 
In 1938 Yosida proved the following l~ean Ergodic theorer.:1 generalized 
to Bc:..nach space. 
Let T be a bounded l~near operator on a Bana~h space y to i~self, 
I)-I 
and let A X = 1/ n) Tj x . 
n ~ 
If the iterates are equibounded ( i.e. : ~n .- 'vf ii 1 J ~ ll for n = 1,2, .. ) and 












ti1at the i"iean Ergodic theorem is vali.d for any 
oounded linear operator in uniformly convex Banach space whose norm does not 
exceed l. This result is con~ained in the next theorem of Yosida and l~ku~ani 
since every uniformly convex Banach space is regular and consequently 
weakly compact. ( se::: K.Jwlo.:vv .. l..oJ) 
3.4 Yosida and l~kutani 
In 1940 Yosida proved that the Hean Ergodic theorem holds for }1arkoff 
processes Hith a stable distribution. In Probability Theory i'1arkoff proce:sses 
are an important class of op2.rators. ':::'he case of measure preserving t:..-c..~-:.::;-
formatior,s is included in the class of l'iarkoff processes _with a stable 
distribution so the Yosida theorem is a generalization of the Von Neur.znn 
theorem. 
v~rkoff processes can be briefly characterized as follows: 
P is a non negative function defined on the Measure space satisfying 
~-, 
1. For (s,..::,, u) .; P(· ,E) is a measurable function on S for every 
E belonging 
2. For each s S, P(s,•) is a countably additive measure on;. 
3. P(s,S) = 1 for sfS. 
P(s,E) may be thought of as the probability that the process sends the point 
s into the set E after the elapse of one unit of time. 
A r:arkoff process P(s,E) is said to have a stable distribution ,((E) 
if there exists a completely additive, non negative set function {'(E) 
Cy(S) = 1) defined for all Borel sets E such that 
n 
(<· (E ) P ( s , E) 
'--
_ _, 
P (s,E) is the probability that a moving point s is transferred into a Borel 
set E after that elapse of n unit times. It is defined recurrently as follows: 
1 P (s,E) = P(s,E) 
n ( , ( n-l P s,EJ = ,p (s,dx)P(x,E) 
J 
n 2' 3' ... 
Hhere the integration is Radon Stieltges. 
The problem of VJarkoff is the investigation of these iterates Pn and 
n n ,;·. m 
their arithmetic means Q = l/n.G1P (s,E) for large n. m-
l_,J-) 
.La 1941 Yosida and K.akutani gave a consistent treatment of ;'Ia:..-;.coff p:::-occsscs 
and the i'Iean Ergodic theorem f:..'0:11 the standpoint of the theory of iteration 
of bounded linear operators in Banach spaces. The operator theoretical method 
used considers n P (s,E) as the kernel of an integral operator in some special 
Banach spaces. This may be done in two >vays: 
I 
1. x-;.T(x) = y : y(E):.:.. ·, x(dt)P(t,E) 
Js 
is a bounded lii1ear operation lvhich maps tl:-.e Baaach space Ul) 
into itself. 
2. x-j-'!"(x) = y: y(t) = ; P(t,ds)y(s) 
./s 
is a bounded linea:c operation which maps the Banach space (:-: ) 
into itself. 
H is the space of all the completely additive set functions x(E) defined for 
•k 
all Borel sets E of S . M is :he space of all the bounded Borel measurable 
functions x(t) defined on5. 
Using the Operator theoretical method they proved the following theorem 
which is a generalization of the Von Neumann theorem in two respects. 
1. The theorem is true in general complex Banach space whereas 
the Von Neum.ann theorem was proved for Hilbert Space. 
2. T is not assumed to be an isometry, the existence of the 
-1 inverse operation T is not required, and the positiveness 
of the operation is not required. 
Tl-IEORE:vJ:: Let T be a bounded linear operai:ion which rr..aps a Banach sp<:ce B 
into itself. If there exists a constant C such that ;!Tn,, < C for n = 1,2, 
t, ~i ....... 
and for any xC::B, the seauence:·x· (n = 1,2, .. ) where x = 1/n( T + : 2 + 
• ~ .. n·· n 
contains a subsequence which converges weakly to a point x* in B, then 
tr.e sec:e1ence x converges strongly to a point x~·, and if we denote by T, 
• n l. 









1. x is &n arbitrary point of 
I • 
B. By the hypothesis there is a subsequence>x ~ 
'- n..; 
(v 1,2, .. ) of ( n = 1, 2, ... ) Hhich converges \veakly to a point x·:: of B. 
? ':T (X ) - .. : I 
-·ii n -~i. •. l. 
n·d ? 'J. 
+T )x -1/n(T + 1' + ••• + <..: ):: l l 
letting n = n 
v 
''· lln("'n+1 - r1')x : 1... I 1 11 • .1. , 1 , 2C n \!xi: for n = 1, 2, ... 
"k 
IV hen V--· ,,,. X ... '.,. X /) f''v• 
T (x ) .-:7 T (x·k) so T (x·k) = x-::: 
n 
v 
3. Decom:;?osing x into two parts 
since T(x~'::) = x"l:: X -
n 
2 
+ 1ln( T + T 
now to prove that ';;_x·:~ converge:s strong:Ly to x-::: it is sufficient to show 
rr 
2 lln(T + T + ... + Tn) (x - x''') converges strongly l.to 0 as n ,..::;- .:.:.; 
4. Let the range of the linear operation I - T be R and denote its closure 
in the strong sense as R. I is the identity. Since R is a linear subspace of 
B, R is also closed in the Heak sense. 
Since{{r- lln(T + T2 + ... + Tn~x)=\(I- T)(I-:- n-1ln T 
n-1 
1lnT )x ~ 
2 
+ n-2ln T + .. + 
converges Heak1y to x - x~·, and since the right hand side be1on:;s to R, x -x''' 
also belongs to R. So it is on:Ly necessary to shoH that 
lin( T + T2 + n + T )x converges strongly to 0 for any y, R. 
5. for y~R take a point z B such that y = z - T(z) 
n 
+ T )y t: = i\lln( T - T(z));f 
. , 1 I , - n+ 1) ; l ? I n r: \, T • T z I I -.:,: -C n:: z' -;,- 0 
for y,-:_:z, 1:'/J , there exists a point y' ,·. R such that f,Y - y' ,, ,, (: 
for this y' we have 
·, 2 
Hl/n(T + T + n n ·.: n , + T )y,;<li~-:(T + ... + T )y'; + ~ iln(T + ... + T ) (y -y') ;J 
-: . ll (T ' 'rrn) I:; ' c < ; : il -.- . , -,- _;_ Y ,. T t 
>.;; 
Since t~e first term of the right h&nd side converges strongly for n~~~0 0 
1 . ;-1/ ("' . lW ,. n J. -r 
n-~·-' 
'1'2 ~ + ~n~ + l JY ~ C~since Eis arbitrary 
I ( ~ ' ' .,n) . - -1 n ~ -,- ... -,- 1. y conve1ges strongly to :., for any :>: (- R and 
seouencc 'r x -~ COl~·-;::::;_-orre s:ronbcrly to x~·: 
• '- n· 
6. Now letting Tl oe the transi'o:::-r:'.ation x-;.x•':. 
T. is clearly linear and bounded. 
l. 
since T'(x'>':) = x~·: ahvays 
Further 
1/n(T + 
for n 1,2, 
so T2 1 T_ 1 
[\1/n(T+ • . . + Tn)T(x) - 1/n( T + ... + Tn)xl\ :S 2C/n \i x il->0 




SECTION IV TI-IE I"NuiVIDUAL ERGOD=:C TllEORE~,I 
4.1 Catrett Birkhoff 
The Individua::. Ergodic thsorcra was first proved by Birkhoff in l93l. 
The proof of ;:he Birkhoff theo:.:cr:: used Lcre is again due to Riesz. Essential 
to the p:r:oof of the Individual Ergodic tr.sorem is a key inequality Hhich 
has been given the name of ::VI.aximal Ergodic theorem. 
::-1..!\...'ZIVJAL ERGODIC THEOREM: For ['. positive, sigma finite Measure space (S,-4,u), 
a measure preserving ( not necessarily invertible) transforrr~tion T, f ~L1 , 
If E is the set of points x for Hhich at least one of the sums f(T£) + f(T 1x) 
n-1 ( 




1. Let E be the set of those ?Oints x for Hhich at least one of the su~s 
m 
f(T()x) + f(T1x) + .... + f(Tpx) is non negative with p!. m. Clearly the 
sequence of E's is increasing and its union equals E. It is sufficient then 
to prove that 
( . j_f(x)dx-;; 0 for each m. 
t.:.::. ... , 
2. Let n be an arbitrary positive integer and consider for each point ~ 
the m-leaders of the sequence ~ 0 n+m-1 I (T x), .... , f (T x) ; let s (x) be their sur;;.. 
o~ +he 
It can be shown that the su~m-leaders is non negative, so s(x)~ 0. 
Let D, be the set of point:s fo:.: which f(Tkx) is an m-leader of the sequence 
,( 
and let:'~ be its characteristic function. 
:k 
n+m-\ 
Since Dk is measurable and since s =2J0lCTkx), it follows that s is measurable 
1¢=0 . • 
and integrable. So the fact that the sum of the m leaders is non negativ.::; 
implies that 1~ f!;· 1r;(J:kx').r.:;~: 0 
. r- 0 ~~~ 
3.If k = 1,2, ... ,n-1 the following conditions are mutually equivalent 
Tx t',D. l K-
k-1 f(T(T x)) + 
.L·"'(~.LkX,) -r' ' f('T'k+p-1'") . ·. Q • • • • T ~ .:-.. .· 
In other \vords 
0 
Dk = T- .LD k-1 or 
for some p ~: m 
-k 




,~- k£ (T'"x) 
by change of 
-- 1)0 
k variab~es replacing T x by x so 
,_; ' k 
surrQ.. f(T x) 
I . 
are all equal to L:.e first one. 
5. Sin~e D = E clearly 
01 m { "t!l.'::~ ! f ( k ) '• 0 .. ~. ,.. ~ \ ~ 
,;_.: T x -;. -/ n r i,.XJ e1x 
k.-=~ . '])~., r:: 
I' 1- y(\ 
= -~ f(x)dx 
. ""o 
that the first n terms of the 
the last m terms were replaced by obvioc:s majorants 
6. Nmv dividing by 
,ycx) 
·-v.·. 





Hith the Haximal Ergodic theorerr. established, the Individual Ergodic theorem 
fo llmvs quite readily. 
I1~IVIDUAL ERGODIC.TrlliOREM: If Tis a measure preserving (not necessarily 
invertible) transformation on a sigma finite, positive measure space (s,):,u) 
n-• 
with possible infinite measure, and if f~~L 1 , then l/n-~0;f(Tjx) converges r 
alnost everywhere. The limit fc:nction f·k is integrable and invariant. If 
the measure of the space is finite, f·kdx ·_ ! fdx. 
_, 
PROOF: 
l. If a and b are real numbers \vith a<.b, let Y = Y(a, b) be the set of those 
n-1 n -1 
points of the space (S;-; ,u) for which lim inf 1/n·Z,f(Tjx),:._a.-c_ bdim sup ·l/n2)(~x) 
0 0 
Clearly Y is measurable and i~variant under T. 
2. Assume b)O. If this is not true, assume a(O and the argument can be carried 
out with -f in place of f and - a in place of b. 
Let C be an arbitrary subset of Y, measurable and of finite measure. 
Let ·~ be the characteristic function of C and apply the Jv'.l3.ximal Ergodic 
·C 
ti-,eorem to f - b ':· . 
c 
If F is the set of those points for which at least one of the sums 
(f- b'-)(x) + (£-b.-- )(Tx) + . n-1 + ( f - b ':·) (T x) 
is non negative,then ju - b . _._) (x) dx .; o 
\= 
('""'\ 
•1- \ • 
~(x) 
' ' . 
- b ~(x~l , 0 
3. If x.~Y so that b'(lim sup 1/n~f(TJx) then at least one of the averages 
<> 
'~j - i . 
. ! J 1/n./..f(T x) must be greater tha:1 b. It follmvs that at least one of the 
.. 
J '· 
sums ~~ ... ·f (~ x) b }l:(Tjx) is ;:;.on nega::ivc. 
c 
Yc F so ~f(x)fdx ~- i b Y-;._(x)dx 
,~ . f- f- ~ 
In other words, 
·:. ~f(x''dx >. b:.1(C) 
.I t /~ / ; 
·r-
and consequently 
This establishes that a measurable subset of Y has finite measure dominated 
by 1/b \ icl '•d ; t.L 1,X)~ X • 
. ) 
It follows from the sigma finiteness that the measure of Y is finite. 
4. Since Y is invariant under T, the space (S,~,u) ~4Y be replaced by Y 
and the :V.taxirr.~~l Ergodic theorem a.pplied to f - b. Since tt:e set E o.( t:1e 
l1aximal Ergodic theorem in this case coincides withY, \(f(x) - b )dx-; 0. 
_Jv 
5. A similar application of the ~~ximal Ergodic theorem t~ a - f yields 
r;- -\_a - f(x)~~ 0 
·.-'y 
However, by the hypothesis a<. b so J ('[) 0, since adding the results of 
' 4. and 5. yields \_(a - b)dx~ 0 
.Jy 
6. Applying this result to all pairs of rational numbers ( a (b) it follows 
that the averages do indeed converge to a limit almost everywhere. 
,. Yl ., • ~-· • r 
Since ~ hi n'tl f (TJ x) \ , 1/ n 41 f (TJ x;:jdx:::: ', I f (x)~x 
~ ' g / 
the limit function is integrable by Fatou's lemma and thus finite a.e. 
7. It remains to show that if the measure of the space is finite then 
If f•':(x)} a a. e. then for each f at least one of the sums 
)'ft·-( 
~(f(Tjx)- a+(;) must be non negative. 
0 _JCx)dx~ (a-.:) yes) Applying the Haximal Ergodic theorem 
ycx)dx ~ Similarly if f•':(x) ~ b a. e. 
{x \ k/2n Defining X(k,n) ~ f•':(x) 
bf(S) 
~ (k+l)/2n S 
ar.d ap 
for each E. 
S'(v\_._, _L \ ". j c_,·_ 
~-. 2 J. l... Doob 
(i) 
j :·-::-(x)u: ~ 
t.. I ~1 (~·' 
' 1 2 y ';:)) 
rcstrictc:( 
l !r:Pffv(y. -")\ I "- \A\"') '" J 
q_.c.cl. 
In 19:::3 J. L. Doob ShO'\·Tecl v:-"-v the s·c·u.;:.._y oZ teL'.]Cl"ally ~'10i::o:::;e::lCOC:3 
~J:::·ocesses is esse:1tially t[:e 
'-~. 3 S::izc:co l(aimtani 
L' lf) 
..._: :"-7 ,..., 
,j._.,"..J- I._. 
In. ::_s;:.;_::._ Ka.kutani ini tiatcd ·c":.::: fi:cs·c 1mr:c in tD.e theory of a generc.J... 
'>ri·t;j a :::~in.:i. te measure since tD.::: :.:.o.rlco:C'::' processes are restricted by t!:.e 
req_uirc=.ent that the process hc:.s :::..:-:. i:c_v~:.~iant distribution. 
UsL1:::; Doob' s idea to associc.·cc: v.ri tL -c::e temporally discrete stoc:1astic 
process the space of ir.J._-fini te se C1J.·2!1C2 s 
"d = ( " v '" ) 
· • )"" ~ )··o·.l-l) · · · · · · · · 
-.L . 
ations) Kakutani proved the Irc:l::.vidual =~:.~c;odic theorem for the means 
for bou~ia: functions 
Il\.JIVID:J.:::..L ERGODIC m-_'-r;oO-u'"''li. L"" _,_ -r;,: .:- ,,, ) ·u- e " ..l.....i.l.W l"\...2Jl J.. '- v ..... \ v) ..LJ ........ :process a stable 
distribution -~--(E). 'lTnen for a::w )=( t )(:. :-1( <{') there exists an :;,:-::-( t) C :.;( <e ) 
' tJ 
sL.:ch that l/td ·;::~x (t) -'• x·:<-("c) ..o-alr.1os".:; ev,~:t:>y~·rhere on JL 
re 'l.: n " 
X ft) 
n' 
n = 1,2, ... 
de:Cined on _tL ·where X (t) 
n 
?.::\OOF: 
Before considering the :proof of the theorem, it is necessary to ~~ke 
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r·, . 
--'-'- and the 
..;.·,...., ,.., .J_ .J_ 
.._,_. _ _,_._ ... v V. is the i th coordinate o:::' 
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s-:_~c:;: -~~~1.2. -c t i E 
-
:"l+~. 
all Sl.:.c:·1 sets -.·1 I 
-'-'-' 
al:. s~.;_Osets ;I' 
' " ' 0 3 .. -~or i •" 
0ll 
< ... hJ ... J_ 
..t.... T ),...~.._..l... 
sequences "' "' \\----; 




of ...!.')_ of the form 
E ' ; ~ c ', 
.:...! 
v 
l. By the Birl:..."lofi ic~r;:_;odic cc _ _.:::orcD in L( -:( 1 ) on .• ~, t:1ere exists 
for any x 1 ( t 1 ) ::=: L( (\' ') 
(A) 1/N 
2. .'".s a special case n~.t x' ( c' \1 = --( J. \ F11er"' t 1 .... ...~..- , .......... '-'o) . c 
.I 
on _!...}__ 
3. Let E:, be the set of mcc.s'c;:.:e ze:co '\·Ti1cre the converc:ence 
~ v 
1/ JJ.--~~ x( t ) -) x·X· 1 ( t 1 ) mi.::;h '.:; :-:.ot i1olC.. J:t rr.ay be as sur::ed that 
'' :1.' n E~ €. f)\~) tk lea-s\- 601el \-o-.\'11\·,\~ "- CVlh~tVl.""'\ :\-' 
4. If(f!~(:S 1 ) =0 for so:.~e t~f_Q_ tnen integrating (B) >rith 
v 0 v 
respect to ~1(E~) all ovel~ Jt .::;ives: '~' ~ .~; ~ ' I 1/a.L'i x (t) = 1/r.J.); Pn(t dt_ )x(t_<>)-> ',:1!(dt 1 )x-X· 1 (t 1 ) .. x-~<(t) 
rwl: no ,....,!A _o n .. ~.n.! o 
5. Hence since (<(>( dt )#:. ("i, 1 ) = {1 (:::::') = 0 the theoren1 is proved.. ~ 0 '-0 0 0 
Kakutani also shm·Ted that t~:e: :.:ean .:::::;odic theorem is deducible f:com the 
Individual Ergodic theorem 
l::'~..:;ORK·~: Let P( t;E) 'be a :-Iar2w·."'f process '.rith a stable distribution'(' (3). 
P:ROO?: 
l. \!:-"en x( t)t l·C(~ L by tr-~e: precee:~.~1:::; ·C;heorem there exists 
;.~(co) such that 1/tif~xj-c) } :~·::-(t) 
'- I H 





- \1·, 'ti'.·,,..Jlr .. \ 
- .. / f't ·--1 .L" \, ), J - x·><·ll-> 0 
I 
an x·:<-( t) 
n = 
T ( . ., ) 
..!...J "\ into itselt corcv2"-'J~s sc:.:-o_J.::;ly at any x(t).:: ~-:(.:.;,: )...:.. L( <::). 
Si;_:ce :;( -) J.... \ is dense 
at any x( t) .:: L( ... ~) . 
' 
4.4 Koerhard Ho~f 
T I 
~\ ' ) ' sc:r:-:.c sequence converc;es strOY12:1Y 
q.e.cl 
In 1943 Doob -vrorl:inc; Hi t::t :.::..:c~:orf processes 1-ri th an invariant distribt;_tion 
for f . .:= LP_ p -···1 :proveC. Jc~1e InC.:i.viellml Ergodic theore·Ul. 
") 
In . ~ l95L:. Hopi c;eneralized the :-:a.xirr.al Er:~odic theorem to the most c;eneral 
l 
:':arkoff process and proved the :L~1:2ivid:.;.al :::;:cc;odic theorem 1-rithiYl all ::_;;.-. 
r2tr is the larc;est I~'1ctio:J. s~Jace i:::. 1./hich one could expect the Indi vidt;_al 
Erc;odic theoo.~em to hold since i11 t11e caso oi metrically invariant point 
transfor~.ations the limit of the Eeans equals J.!(x) dx a.e. For 
s 
functions outside of L 1_ this limit woul6. be +00 almost everYi·f.'l.ere. 
i ~ 
'Ihe 1:£.xirnal Ergodic theor2r.1 of Hop"-~ ~Iill be stated and proved here. 
:S:o::_)f' s 'I·Tork served as the ir...s:;_)ir8.tion s,m"i. starting point for both Dun.:~ord 
and Slnl2.I'tz an.d Chacon and Orns'cein · bot"c. pairs acknmvledge the illi'luence 
__ in Ll; and every positive inte:::;er 
...~... n-' .. 
. I ,,--:, .,..,k C ) '-E s ~ st:.D l n / • r i'""' s 'l' 




To-·.o_l.I",.. l'(n) deno-'-"' 
.LIG V U -'-cJ 'l. .I. ;.. V.._ 
:;_ (. i {. n let E i 
c 
n, 
\ .):. 1 
'-'- '1 ~ . fm~ every real 
~·or i) n 
r ~ f( s )y.( ds) ~ 0 vlhere 
--'s: 
let E. be void and 
l 
l 
so tl;..o.t E..~.. E. Let i-; C-L1d ~~be the characteristic :Z'unctio::;.s 
v 
0 ) m (i 
5.· inequali tie3 yielO;:; 
• ¥J+~J;~ / 0 
.j~ n'\ ) 
0 (m 
6. For a positive operator i:-l 1-::, vri·c~1 .. ::?., ... 1 and a decreasing se:quence 
of c':"laracteristic functions t}"-~ vi t:.1 1>" void :L~or k ) n, it can oe shm-m 





iii) ' ~ l- -:~ t ·~. 
J 
0 ·:- k-




7· Applying this result to ·c;:"c ad:ioint operator p-x- in 1 so that there 
. (:::-;:-Jg_.)(s) = 1 for S in :2. 
- J 
ir1 L_ ~·:D.ich sat::slic;s 
..!.. 




\ • ( f \ ·-~ \:::' ·-\ c"i.s; 
css ( ':'-~ 1 ( -~ \ 'i- / r." C' , ........... j 0) ... ~ ~>-..J•-1 ~ .'.1 ( t"'< \ '~ 
- \ I--' j l 
;: __ ··' .. ,, 
c•· '1) I ~ /·· > ( "'""-" )\ ( " \ 
1..1 l.(...:_ \, .1.. -- -· - \ .J... ..:.. IJ ) 
0\ r) 
,. 
""G.l1C lc:·.rr:.:."J. of 
the above ineq_1JP.lities for any ·::-::cDdeci :f\n1ction f. 
T'ne elill'.in.ation of t .. "le as::n;:.:c::;-cion of :positivity is achieved by :proving 
the follmrlng lemma. 
LE:l•:l-S.L\: Let ( S, 4 , u) be a s:t[7r:C. i'i~li te :-:.os.:::a:c..~e space and let T be a bounded 
li~ear operator in Ll vi."lose 
.,. 
:::-col~,n ~c ~lso finite. 'Z'1en _,_. is a ?, a -.L -'-'-' vnere 
:positive linear operator in L ·u.:.:.ose L_ ~..::.10. L -~ norms do not exceed tl1ose l ..L 
of T and -vrhich is such that f(- ) ! ) l·o:. n 
Using t.1.is lelcr".a, the Biriilio:f'f :::::::.~:::;odic theorem can be :proved for the iterates 
of a single operator 1-rithout ascUJ.J:._)tions of :positivity and without ass-ur.1ing 
the measure space involved to b0 finite o:::.~ even si§J.'l3. finite. 
·JJIEOREM: Let (s, }: , u) be a :po;:;i-cive ;;.e:asure s:ps.ce and let T be a linear 
operator in L1 (s, i~, u) -vrith ,, ·:;: .: ·' l s:':.d. ·.{;: .-~.,.> 1. Then for every p wi~"l 
l ', p--; -c:e and every function f in L
1
/S; :-~~, u) the limit 
;'- \ 
lim l/n:,~•T11f(s) exists ::or alr::.ost all s in S. 
?~OOF: 
--'--• Si~ce t~e fu~ctions 1, 2, • • • all vanish on the co~pler.:ent 
of a si:;::.a fLute set, (s, ~:., -u.) 1;-:z.~r be assumed to be sigi--c.a finite. 
2. Since and '· r.1 ,, ., ~~, .l. • I .:·J_ , it follmrs from the Riesz convexity tneo:cen 
..:chat 1 
For 1'~ p·.J, L is rc:Clc:-:ive; and. si::::.cG in a reflexive spo.cc Jcl:c p 
1- \"" rrt'n sequence 1 nr : .1.· converges s·c:-conc; ope:cator topoloE.;Y if and only 
if ~ _,_ .J...u 
space, 
is bo""v,_nQcO. 





every f in .L • p 
se CJ.UGlJ.ce 
, .,..., ,.,m l; n l. : 1: x is 
convc11 e;ent is a closed linc2.1~ ::·.~•.n.ifolC:. co:1sisting o-:: all vectors x 
for i-Ti:lich t..'1e set 





I ~ /·· ,__-, ,.,n,,_ ,.. ' I .L ~l L, J. \. ... _, u) 
I ·:·. ·;~ , n ,. ,.,----
...L., L -1 - ...... 
..1..-J.'. 
-!- ( \ 
Since for a linear Ol)era·:~o::-





T i·n .L~_, ~,:iJc~n V T.\ 
.L 
and 'r-;1.: '-1 
. ' ..I..~·.:-
i·ihe::ce ( ;::; , -~· , u) is a sigrca finite 
for alnost all s in 
-/ ·.rrfll,.·c- ,..,. 
..J..1 n- , _ n,., 1 .",_. o ... c.:Q for e··ic:::::y h in L • p 
it 
·c~1G scc:;_t::.ence l/n2.~-T~ converges a~e. 
8. Sir~ce 
in L • p 
T ~ T 
.wp' -~ is J..:::: ~- ) it is ~cs3ible to ~pply step 6 
tl1e Ba.r.:.acl1 cor:~rcl"'CCl1CC -c:1e:c:..:·2·~.~ c.cai11 -c,:; 0ee t:'12vt l/n~~:, ~i, cor:..-verges 
:Uunford and Sh112.rtz also lXcove:d. tl;.c C:mdr ... a:ced Ergodic theorem in an 
evel")'if11eJ:e of sir.rul taneous avel~ac::::s of seve::.~2J. non-cot1YJJ.uting opc:rc:'cors 
in L , p-) l. p 
4.6 Chacon and Ornstein 
~(I) 
In 1961 Chacon and Ornstein ::_:;:.c·oved a 
(_2) 
·e2.1core:n conjectured by Hopf, n8..r.:cly: 
TI-lEORZ:·1: Let T be a positive 1:.:..::c.:::2.r 0:::?2:ra·co:r on ~ of a positive rc.east::ce 
space ( S, ;~·, u), and let T have L., :::101~ less than or eq_ual to J... Then 1.::' 
f and p are functions in ~ and i: p is ~on negative, the liwit 
, . \ (:~."~ d:.o)/ 1 ,:·. ,;:_ )} . t . . . . t 1 -1-
-'t._J.Ul l L.: .:.. .1. \. .:.. ~ .;.. p ) e:·:lS s a:J.d J.S fJ.m -c;e a. e. on ile se" 
n~cP ·' . 
( ; 1( ' 
A = cs i T' p ) 0 f o:r sorc.c k ~ · 0 
To establish this theoreD, it is necess~~ to prove five lerSLas. These 
lenw:.as ilill be st&/ced here -vrlthoc.;:c proof. 'Dle r.axi.mal Ergodic t..~eorem is 
disguised in Lemrr.a4. 
Denoting 
























_k J 'J.' ~p) by D (f ,p) vre have 
n -
on a set B, then there exist 
:t·~ote: 'L:.e functions defined inC:.1..1.ctively as follmrs can be readily shOim -co 








Tf ~ - f 
J_ 
If p > o, then 
+ d. 
0 
-r.., w., • • • • •'" 
l .. ;...,. 1' rrfl-+.5." 
....._...L.,.i.ll ..1... J.! 
\ .... 
on the set vr:nere ~ s \ p > 0 :) 
di+l = Tfi - fi+l 
..... o fo:r each fixed Jra.e • 
r,r 
'- ) 
For p~ 0 ana. any t-,, :u (r:,·);\ :1. _,-
'- r111_ "\ 0 
-- .Lj)/. 
~ (.,---. ·- ~ / 
.u_r: \.- ;_) i 
}_l 
a ; 
( -:~ - ,,., 1-- ._ .• _.J) 
-'-' On vDC 
/ o, -'chc:cc 
-i- g t:'len 
i) 'Ihe limits supc::.~io:::· e,nd infc:cior o~;: D::J. (f ,:p) are respectively the 
ii) 








(:L-- - ap) 
ev~:r:ywhcre on F. 
/ 
?' \·I..J.ere Jl(F') L~ '=.:: 
LElvJ:r.U\..5: If on a set J of fini-'ce ceasv.l'C -;;.;:Qcre J ·is contained in the secc 1-rhere 
.,o ' inf D (f,p) <a, ·ci1cn t-,iven ·,-:- o, n ~~ere exists a f~1.ction g 
such t:hat if h = ap + (f-ap)-.- - g then 
~-· ) 111'.-.e 1~.,-;ts su:ne~"' · 
' .L.u .J..W-1.. ~ .!. ..L.0.r:' inferior of D (f,p) are respectively 
n 








a:p)+ ~ . ) (h 
-
/ on J l~l • ...... : 
--
..J_ + iv) (h 
-
ap). ~ (f - ap) 
/ 






- J' 1r:here y( J') 
I-ii th the above lenllY.as, the :p:coof of the theorem is as follm·rs: 
PROOF: 
1. 1-Jitnout loss of ge:c.crality :f can be assw.1ed to be non ::::e::;ative. 
2. L:' the assertion of the thco:cem is :x::·oved. on -'che set 1-:here p) 0 
the entire theorem can be dcO.uced., 
exist on the set~lrhcre limit 
of D (f ·o) exists on K by ·ci:e: 11a.:rt o:? tJ.1e theorem assu:::'leCi proveO., and 
:<:+j ,_ -.-~ 
1 • ~ ("" ·o) 
-u .. lill lJ. , • .1. '"" 
• lC>J 
_J -;> •• \~: 
= lim D.(f,p) on K since 
.? -> .;..:J on K. 
3. Assune there is a set L o: ::~on zc:.·o r::.casure 1-1here the limit D~ U, :p) 
d.cc:s not exist. = 
l'I = ( s \_ lim i:o..:C' D ~ ( f, :p) / '\ .. 2...., ~ ..... 
,, __ )~ .~ j_ 
1-rh:i.ch has finite, :posi"cive ::.cc.s"J.:re. 
Because tl1e 
the sa:::e as those of D (:.· -,) ', n 1)_ 1 ; 
6 So -· = h = an_, ..._ (r .-,·- \ ' 0 .L 2 ' l - ,,..._;) - gil 
Cj1. J...J. 
2.? /.. lim su-p D (f ,:p )) p> b }) 
~ "'-:>0} n 
3ecause ~~e limits of Dn(r1 )~) ~-e rcs?cctively "Ghe same as those of 
Dn(r2,:p), Let~ can be ap?licd to r 2 to obtain r 3 etc. This process 
yields a se~uence of functio~s 











{a - a ):p - Ejl(M - I-1!) - ,_-
'/ -:._ 2 1 l 
.·;r- (a2 - a1 )b\f(M) - t...) - i.. (p(l-:)- ) 
I \ ~B) .::.... \(r. ~ - a1p)- - tu(I'-I)b(a2-a1 ) J l-J.. 
10. ~12·ther for r = f 
0 
(c) . c~ ', .... 
.) l 
alp)-
Zi!::.:(; (r. a~)- ( 
'-l 
f._ (ri-1 






for i odd 
22 
11. Codoining (B) an& (c) ;y-lclc:" tC1o contr"diction Jcf a:_') ).~.oo<: = ~-
12. Ti:;.e i'initeness oi' the 1::.:.:._-:.-;:; :o1lc':TS froc LerCJr..a3. q. e. c1. 
It is interesting to note tho."c the Birl;:l1ofl' theorem follm·rs immediately 
fro::J. this result. Setting p = 1 &l'lc rec;_uirinc; that Tl = 1 
• .,- _j-:: I ---- 1( 
' f:l ..D ·, Fi 1) 
/. .. : J.. J. (. \ J. ~ = 
Hm-rever, the intee;r-abili"'cy of t~c.e limit fu:1.ction is not assured. 
C:1.acon in l'Jove:riber of 1962 e.::r.:.:::Junccd results on the resolution of positive 
operatc::.~s. For a sigma finite r;:casure s::;-;o.ce (s, '2:, u) and a positive linez.r 
operator T on ~ withE T~1,t..l, t:::e follmTL1c; theorems can be proved • 
.-:'.) , 
'E8:EOREl/i: If' p C::-L1 and is non negative a:::d. if /)i\)(s) = ·..o vrhenever p is 




= I (+) -~ p -· 
I ·;:. r hp 1 
n . , l 
.J::.' - --.# 
There exists a set 
..... 
f,_:_~~ 
so that t.;.··-w restriction of T to ~ (~, ~> u) 
-::.} 
~f \ < + ..K. • Further:;.ore, 
i'or eac...1. f f ~' there exists a fs1 <: =..1 so that 
'- '• : ---~ k ~ ~ 
lim Dn(f - fs1 ,p) = 0 0:.1 -~J\ .s:, .:~. T'p(s))' 0~ 
1( 
'E-ffiOREM: If' p..:: ~ and is non nc.;ative ar~cl. if T" p( s) ~ .;o , then 











k ~ and is :.:.on ncJC:.tive a:1d. if T p(s) = •X> then 
I AM p· 
<-L_ hp / hp 1:::- ~ 2.r:d 'I·i:·h = 11 -~ 
J:Xil = h provided the do;nz:.in ol' clefi:ni tion of T* is extended in 
"r 7"',, , ~~ ~ -·- ,_... ...... ' 
:.'_:........~.._V... VV•-- ........ 
a sir.lilo:..~ is on 
" .... < 
:l.:~~.:.:.~:c: c....:.i...~- ... >2 .. 
+.-.. vv 
follo~.; L..o::c o:c· 
in 
~ . .. .. 
:":-~~- .::.;.lc~--:~-cJ... c~;-~ -: __ -;
i::J. ~·~J•J v 
been 




Molorn ErgoHc theory Rrose fror1 the condiieration of the 
A.\JY'"'lptotlc propert i..d;'l of t l.me averages in S ta t1.3 t :teal Mechan~_cs. 
In 1931 John Von Neunann obta:tne..:l the i'irt:lt result of the tbe0ry, 
t 11a Mean Ergodic theorel}l,\iWhich dEJt:tls vdth the convergence of 
unitary (')pera.tnr.3 on a Hilhert space. 
Birkhoff in 1931 es tnhlishe1 the In:li vidual Er[';odic theorem 
wl-J.ich i.J c oncornA·l ~r.,~.th almo;Jt eve1~ywhere con·.;ergece. r.rhe key 
ine 1ual:tty u.Hd in the proof of the In,iividual Ergoiic theorem 
'la;3 como to be known · ...; the Maximal Ergodic thBorem. 
GGneral tza tiond of the Von NeuLn.ann theorem h~ ve been proved. 
Yaui la, in 193!3, provo i the theorem for a Banach ;:>pace anj a 
bo·m·lel linear operator whose iterate.J are equibounded. Birkhoff, 
in 1939, 3howe'i t!1at the Men.n Er,:;olic theorem LJ val:ti for any 
un tfornly boun·led opnPn. tor in a unif01•rnly convex Banach space 
whose n0r~ ioes not exceed one. In 1940, Yosiia p1•oved that 
the Mean Er~_:!;odic theorem holjs fm• M· rkoff proce.:~ ses with a 
stable :liJtribution. In 1941, Yo;s ida and Kakutani .c;ave a con-
31stent treu.t:"lent of Murkoff proceJses anJ the Mean Ergod:tc 
theore.tm. 
Gener•alizn.M.nns .,f th"l Iniivi,lual b."rgoiic theoreM hAve not 
follo.vel a3 rea'l ily, ~'inca any wenkaning of the hypothe :_;is 
usually result3 in n .~lir;htly J li'f'er·ant result. In 1938, J.J.)oob 
trie 1 to extenrJ the theory of Harkoff proces.:Je;J by clP&winc; on 
the rt")sul ts obta:i ne-1 from the d tu:ly of mea.;3ure pre.serv ing 
tranciforma tlnns. U;Jing his irlea ot' applying the shif't tran~­
forma ti ·m ani applying claas teal Ergo lie theory, Ktiku tani 
rJ-1 
prove:l the In11vi•lual Ergoi ic theorer1 .::.~or the men.ns~~L( f( x) 
for boun le 1 f. 
In 1954, g.Hopf gene!'alize:l the .Maximal Ere:;o iic theorem 
to the mo3t general Ma1•koff procosd anJ proveJ the Irdivi1ual 
E:rgo lie trteorem within all L~. Dunfori an:l Shwartz in 1956, 
using Hopf 's M&xinal Ergociic theorem and tho pr:i.nciple of 
Banach proved the theorem for any operator in any Le.:.;bMJgue 
Jpace f\:>r any boun:ied function 1' sa tL;fying -; i\ Tf ( s ) \ J ( d s ) ~ 
e.:u::-ssup I Tf{s)\ ~ ess 
~\t'( s ))u ( ·is) 
s . 
sup ( f ( s >\ 
In 1961, Chacon ani Orn.Jtein prove:l a conjectn:r>e of Hopf's 
oonaerl:h.du}g the exL~tence of the limit 
~tlk !k-; l:tJrl T f I c. T p ) h-)ClO 0 0 
for a pos1t1We linear operator T with L, noram le.:>s than or 
e.Fl.al to one. Chacon haa announce 1:1 further interest5.ne; re3ults 
ani Jeveral papers not yet publishe l. 
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